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TBPOC MEETING 
May 15, 2013, 12:00pm – 2:00pm 

URS Corporation Office, One Montgomery St., Suite 900  
San Francisco, CA 

 
 Topic 

 
Presenter Time Desired 

Outcome 

1. CHAIR’S REPORT S. Heminger, 
BATA 

 Information 

2. SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND BAY BRIDGE 
UPDATES 
a. Status Update on Anchor Rods* 

1) What caused the 2008 bolts to fail? 
2) What retrofit strategy should we use for 

2008 bolts? 
3) Should the remaining bolts on the east pier 

be replaced? 
4) What should be done about other similar 

bolts? 
 

b. Draft Bolt Report 
 

 
 

PMT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Fremier, 
BATA 

 

 
 

1.5 hr 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3o min 
 

 
 

Information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Information 

4.  OTHER BUSINESS 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Next TBPOC Meeting: June 6, 2013, 1:00pm – 4:00pm 

1120 N Street, Sacramento, CA 
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BACKGROUND ON E2-T1 AND SAS A354BD ANCHOR RODS 

Draft 5/11/13 
 
DOCUMENT(S)   DISCUSSION 
 
SAS Design Criteria  Specifically ties design to Caltrans Bridge Design Specifications dated  
    1995.  Use of A354BD rods is noted in design criteria.  Per TY   
    Lin/Moffatt & Nichol, design calculations required use of high   
    strength steel anchor rods and bolts at certain locations.  Due to  
    involvement of federal funding, Buy America and sole source   
    restrictions precluded use of proprietary rods unless it could be   
    established that there was no alternative.  This led to decision to specify 
    A354BD rods, which were generally available and could be   
    competitively bid.   
 
 
Bridge Design Specifications 1995 Caltrans Bridge Design Specifications (BDS) do not restrict 
ASTM Specifications  use of or galvanization of A354BD.  Restriction on standard   
    use of galvanized A354BD rods first appears in 2000 BDS.  ASTM  
    specifications for A354BD from 2002-2004 period do not restrict  
    galvanization.  The specifications do caution that hydrogen stress  
    cracking “may occur” on hot dip galvanized A354BD rods.  The 2002- 
    2004 specifications refer to A153 for galvanization process (current  
    specification refers to A2329).  Other than the reference to A153, ASTM  
    specifications for A354BD from 2002-2004 period are generally   
    consistent with current ASTM specifications 
 
E2-T1 Special Provisions  E2-T1 first advertised with specifications dated January 21, 2003 (this   
    contract was advertised twice). Specifications call for use of A354BD  
    rods with mechanical galvanization.  Information at this point regarding  
    use of A354BDs with galvanization is verbal and still being researched.   
    Desire for long life span led to decision for corrosion protection.  The  
    fact that mechanical galvanization was specified indicates that potential  
    for hydrogen embrittlement was being considered, but documentation  
    of such analysis has not been identified.       
 
SAS Special Provisions  SAS first advertised with specifications dated February 3, 2003 (this  
    contract was also advertised twice).  Similar to E2-T1, specifications call  
    for use of A354BD rods with mechanical galvanization. 
 
E2-T1 Bidder Inquiries  Bidder inquiry number 7 was submitted between 1/21/03 and 4/3/03,  
    stating that the required A354BD rods were too large to mechanically  
    galvanize and asked how galvanization could be applied. 
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Misc Correspondence  Several e-mails and memos dated between March 2003 and April 2003  
    discuss bolting specifications for SAS and bidder inquiry on E2-T1.    
    Correspondence regarding E2-T1 indicates awareness of use of hot-dip  
    galvanization of A354BD rods for the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge  
    (RSRB) retrofit project.  The RSRB retrofit was designed by a consultant,  
    Ben Gerwick (the named principal of the firm was a member of the East  
    Span Seismic Retrofit Peer Review Panel in the late 1990s, early 2000s).   
    RSRB was originally specified with mechanical galvanization of A354BD  
    rods, similar to E2-T1 and SAS, but this was modified during   
    construction of the RSRB retrofit to hot dip galvanization by contract  
    change order.  The correspondence indicates that the RSRB did   
    specifically consider and address hydrogen embrittlement in the change 
    order by requiring blasting instead of pickling, followed by a standard  
    tensile test. This approach was adopted for use in E2-T1.  
 
E2-T1 Addendum 3  Addendum 3 to the first advertisement of the E2-T1 contract was  
    Issued on April 4, 2003.  The addendum called for hot dip galvanization  
    of A354BD rods with blasting instead of pickling and testing per ASTM  
    A143 (note:  ASTM A143 states that testing is subject to “dimensional  
    limitations”). 
 
SAS Addendum 8  An analogous addendum was issued on June 6, 2003, for the first  
    advertisement of the SAS contract. 
 
E2-T1 Special Provisions  E2-T1 was not awarded when first advertised, and was re-advertised a  
    second time on October 17, 2003.  The readvertised contract called for  
    hot dip galvanization of A354BD rods with blasting instead of pickling  
    and testing per ASTM A143 (note:  ASTM A143 states that testing is  
    subject to “dimensional limitations”). 
 
SAS  Special Provisions   SAS was not awarded when first advertised, and was re-advertised a  
    second time on August 1, 2005.  The readvertised contract called for  
    hot dip galvanization of A354BD rods with blasting instead of pickling  
    and testing per ASTM A143 (note:  ASTM A143 states that testing is  
    subject to “dimensional limitations”). 
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